We are now using more than 10 tools that we learned about on the MegaCasts and EcoCasts.

Reddy K. – Sr. Associate, Capital One

We needed faster virtualized storage and simplified backups. The MegaCast gave us the benefits of a Pure Storage and Veeam solution that my client ended up procuring.

Jeff McD. – VMware Architect

Our IT Infrastructure group watched the webinar on Hyperconverged Infrastructure a few times and learned a lot. We consolidated some racks and storage devices by implementing Dell hyperconverged infrastructure.

Annie E. – LAN Associate, Carnegie Mellon University

MegaCasts and EcoCasts give us the ability to see similar vendor offerings to compare and contrast with minimal effort. This gives us familiarity with different product offerings in short period of time.

Gijo G. – Principal Systems Engineer, City of Philadelphia

We implemented VMware Cloud on AWS to streamline backup for virtual environments. The webinar explained how streamlined backup works and how easy it is.

David E. – Manager, NYC Housing Authority

The Enabling Cloud Adoption MegaCast helped us expand our storage to the public cloud as we onboard new remote students.

Daniel T. – SVP, Pace University
After the event we purchased Nutanix for our data center. It made sense for use to embrace a hyper-converged solution due to budget constraints and the ease of deployment. The event provided us with use cases and productivity benefits to convince us it was the way to go.

Murray N. – IT Specialist II, California Dept of Transportation

The real-life usage examples we saw on the MegaCast impacted our purchase of a HPE Nimble storage solution for our VDI environment.

Alex B. – Senior Planner, Bank of Montreal (BMO)

We were already Solarwinds customers, but we learned on the event that they also did database and server process monitoring, which we didn’t realize until the webinar. We expanded our suite with them as a result.

Matthew S. – Network Engineer, WinCo Foods

We needed faster and more reliable deployments for our cloud environments. We went with Karbon Kubernetes from Nutanix after the offering seeing it detailed on the MegaCast. It ended up being very cost effective for us.

Sachin S. – Sr Software Developer, Optum Healthcare

Saw the latest VMware options on the Virtualization EcoCast, which gave us a good background. We bought VMware licenses to help save money and resources internally.

Peter S. – Director, AT&T

We were looking for a disaster recovery solution. The EcoCast gave us an intro to Veritas and we went with their Veritas Resiliency Platform.

Raj S. – Sr. Manager, Optum Healthcare